Magnetic fields have the potential to noninvasively direct and focus therapy to disease targets. External magnets can apply forces on drug-coated magnetic nanoparticles, or on living cells that contain particles, and can be used to manipulate them in vivo. Significant progress has been made in developing and testing safe and therapeutic magnetic constructs that can be manipulated by magnetic fields. However, we do not yet have the magnet systems that can then direct those constructs to the right places, in vivo, over human patient distances. We do not yet know where to put the external magnets, how to shape them, or when to turn them on and off to direct particles or magnetized cells-in blood, through tissue, and across barriers-to disease locations. In this article, we consider ear and eye disease targets. Ear and eye targets are too deep and complex to be targeted by a single external magnet, but they are shallow enough that a combination of magnets may be able to direct therapy to them. We focus on how magnetic fields should be shaped (in space and time) to direct magnetic constructs to ear and eye targets.
INTRODUCTION
A large fraction of the drugs we administer to patients does not go where we want it to go. During systemic chemotherapy, animal experiments indicate that less than 0.1% of the drugs is taken up by tumor cells, with the remaining >99.9% going into healthy tissue (1) . In topical delivery to the eye, only approximately 1-10% of the applied small drug molecules permeate the eye (2) . For the inner ear, just 1 out of every 10 7 drug molecules administered systemically reaches the cochlea (3), in part because the cochlea, like the brain, is behind a blood-labyrinth barrier (4, 5) . Having only a small fraction of therapy reach the physical location where disease occurs decreases therapeutic effect and increases side effects. Thus there is a clear and broad need to better direct and focus therapy to disease locations, for multiple clinical indications.
In magnetic targeting, therapeutics are typically attached to magnetic nanoparticles, and this enables applied magnetic fields to manipulate the therapy inside the body (6) (7) (8) (9) . The type of therapies that can be associated with magnetic materials is diverse. To date, chemotherapy and hyperthermia directed by magnetic nanoparticles have been tested in human Phase I/II trials (7, (10) (11) (12) (13) . Specifically, using chemotherapy bound reversibly to the polymer coatings of the particles, Lübbe et al. (7) reported the resulting pharmacokinetics with and without an applied magnet. Magnetic thermotherapy, in which nanoparticles are heated by an applied alternating magnetic field, has been combined with radiotherapy to treat patients with recurrent glioblastomas (14) . Magnetically guided gene therapy has been demonstrated in animal trials (15, 16) , as well as magnetic manipulation of micelles, liposomes, and microbubbles loaded with magnetic materials (17) (18) (19) . Magnetic nanoparticles have also been targeted across the intact blood-brain barrier (20). They have been used to block tumor blood vessels in a chicken embryo (21) and to trigger cellular events in cell cultures (22, 23) . Live cells, such as human mesenchymal stem cells, have been cultured in media containing magnetic nanoparticles, have endocytosed the particles, and have then been magnetically directed to targets in animal experiments (24-34). Thus there is a wide range of therapies that can be manipulated magnetically.
Compared with light, electric fields, and ultrasound for manipulating therapy (35-39), magnetic fields have the advantage that they can safely penetrate deep into the body and could, in principle, direct magnetized therapy to deep tissue targets. Strong magnetic fields are routinely applied to patients during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (40-43), and human and animal magnetic drug targeting studies have employed magnetic fields of equal or lesser strength (7, 44, 10, 45-50, 20, 51-60) . Magnetic carriers are being coupled with antibody and nucleotide targeting (61) (62) (63) (64) to combine the long-range manipulation that magnetic fields enable with the precision molecular recognition of receptor-ligand binding.
Eighteen years after the first human clinical trials with magnetic nanoparticles (7) , there is now a body of evidence that indicates magnetic materials can be used in vivo and that safe magnetic fields (e.g., at or below MRI strength) can manipulate them inside the body. Yet being able to apply a magnetic force to move nanoparticles in vivo is not the same as directing them-through tissue barriers or against blood flow-to specific disease locations in humans. The majority of in vivo magnetic drug targeting demonstrations have been carried out in small animals. However, applied magnetic forces decay rapidly with distance away from magnets (65) (66) (67) ; thus it is more difficult to create sufficient forces on nanoparticles for the larger magnet-to-particle distances required for human patients. Further, being able to apply a sufficiently strong force is not enough. The motion of nanoparticles in vivo is complicated: They can be distributed by blood flow and taken up by macrophages, and their motion can be reduced, constricted, or prevented by anatomical barriers (membranes, blood vessel walls). Applied magnetic fields need to be chosen smartly to direct magnetized therapy to disease targets. To the degree possible, based on available knowledge, magnetic fields should be designed (shaped) to direct therapeutics to clinically relevant targets, across human (not small-animal) distances, using acceptable magnetic field strengths and practical magnet designs.
In this article, we focus on emerging efforts to enable magnetic drug targeting to ear and eye targets in human patients. The necessary manipulation distances are on the order of 2 to 5 cm, and the magnetic field strengths required can be achieved by current and emerging magnet systems. At the end of the article, we briefly identify needs and challenges to enable deeper targeting, such as to deep-seated tumors.
The majority of magnetic targeting research to date has focused on fabricating magnetic particles or other types of magnetic carriers [rods, shells, cubes, dumbbells, nanowires, hollow cubes, hollow spheres, discs, triangles, and tetrapods (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) (83) (84) ], on linking therapeutics to these carriers (with a view toward a variety of clinical needs), and on testing the safety and efficacy of such constructs. These are critical and ongoing efforts, and they are surveyed in a number of highquality review articles (13, (85) (86) (87) (88) (89) (90) . However, this is not enough-it implicitly assumes that once safe, therapeutic magnetic constructs are achieved, then there will be magnet systems available to effectively direct them to the desired clinical targets. In fact, such magnetic systems do not yet exist. Our goal in this article is to focus on the progress and challenges in constructing permanent and electromagnet systems that will direct therapy to where it needs to go, in human patients, for eye and ear diseases.
DRUG DELIVERY TO THE INNER EAR
There are a variety of diseases associated with the inner ear-for example, sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSNHL), tinnitus (a ringing or roaring in the ears), and Ménière's diseases (91) , which respectively affect 5,000-20,000 (92), 15 million (93), and 600,000 (94) people per year in the United States. Although it is thought that existing drugs can be effective (e.g., steroids to suppress inner ear inflammation that is thought to lead to SSNHL and tinnitus), these drugs do not effectively reach the inner ear (95, 96) because it is isolated by a blood-labyrinth barrier (97) (similar to the blood-brain barrier). Vessels that bring blood to the inner ear have walls that are largely impermeable even to small drug molecules (5) . Thus drugs that are taken orally or are systemically administered into the bloodstream either do not elute or elute only poorly into inner ear tissues (98) .
High-dose oral and intravenous steroid administration have been attempted as clinical therapies for sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSNHL), with varying outcomes (99) (100) (101) (102) (103) . Such high doses of orally or systemically administered steroids are known to cause substantial side effects (104) (105) (106) . Moreover, orally or systemically administrating steroids also leads to variable dosing of the inner ear space (5, 107) .
Currently, there are no minimally invasive topical delivery methods for the inner ear. Although it is possible to access the middle ear by a syringe inserted through the ear canal (see transtympanic injection discussed next), it requires an invasive mastoidectomy facial-recess surgery under general anesthesia to inject drugs into the cochlea (108, 109) . To instead deliver therapy to the inner ear via the ear canal would require delivering the therapy first through the tympanic membrane and then through either the round window membrane (RWM) or the oval window membrane (OWM) (see Figure 1a) . However, there is no line of sight from the ear canal to the 
Figure 1
The human ear anatomy. (a) Schematic of the outer (brown), middle ( grey), and inner ear ( pink). The tympanic membrane (eardrum) separates the outer from the middle ear, and the oval (OWM) and round window membranes (RWM) separate the inner from the middle ear. (b) Three-dimensional visualization of the human ear anatomy achieved by surface rendering of archival sections of the temporal bone of a 14-year-old male (110) . The tympanic membrane (eardrum) is shown in green, the ossicles are shown in transparent blue, the inner ear is marked in pink with the cochlea spiral at the top right, and the RWM is visible in orange side-on, diagonally above the middle ear space. RWM and OWM, and most of the OWM is covered by a small bone (the third ossicle). Surgically accessing and puncturing these delicate window membranes carries risks of acoustic and vestibular trauma. The current standard of care for SSNHL is to inject a large dose of drugs into the middle ear and wait for passive diffusion into the inner ear (102, 112) . Transtympanic (through the eardrum) injection of drugs into the middle ear can be done using a syringe, through a tube (a tympanostomy), or via a microcatheter, and the eardrum heals after these procedures (91) . However, subsequent diffusion of the drug from the middle ear through the window membranes and into the inner ear is limited (96, 113) and results in a steep drug concentration gradient inside the cochlea leading to too-high concentrations at the base of the cochlea with too-low concentrations in the remainder of the cochlea (114) . The success of transtympanic administration of steroids to treat SSNHL has ranged from 0% to 100%, depending on various factors such as time from onset of hearing loss to treatment, extent of hearing loss, and the criteria for successful recovery (101, 102, 115) . Despite the lack of consistent positive outcomes for transtympanic drug administration, it is a routine strategy for treating inner ear diseases (116) .
Thus, overall, there is currently no inner ear drug delivery method that is minimally invasive, safe, and effective, as shown schematically by Figure 2 (adapted from 114). However, there is a consensus that increasing the drug dose delivered into the inner ear could improve therapeutic effect (3, 95, 102, 114, (117) (118) (119) . Strategies for prolonging the exposure of the RWM to middle-ear high steroid concentrations, so as to increase drug delivery to the inner ear, include the placement of microcatheters, gels, and nanoparticle formulations. The Silverstein MicroWick was used for SSNHL treatment and employed a 1-mm × 9-mm polyvinyl acetate wick that was applied through a tube in the tympanic membrane to overlie the RWM (116) ; it was removed from the market owing to technical administration difficulties and the potential for long-term hearing loss (120, 121) . Delivery of medications to the inner ear using a microcatheter placed on the RWM was used for treatment of tinnitus associated with Ménière's disease (122) . However, this method suffered from catheter dislocations and obstructions, granuloma formation within the middle ear, and permanent tympanic membrane perforations (123) . Catheter dislocations resulted from the partly implantable aspect of the catheter, which was later improved by using an adhesive over the external portion of the device (116) . A hydrogel system has also been used to deliver medication to the inner ear (116, 118) . It offers advantages as a delivery vehicle because it is a dissolvable matrix that can be combined with the drug (116, (124) (125) (126) . Potential disadvantages include the need for accuracy in placing the hydrogel in the round window (RW) niche, in contact with the RWM, and the danger of overfilling the middle ear with the hydrogel (which can lead to loss of hearing) (116) .
In 2008, Kopke and coworkers (127) showed that magnetic forces could be used to effectively direct materials into the inner ear. In guinea pigs and rats, they surgically exposed the middle ear and placed superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SNPs) into the RW niche. The animals were then placed so that the RWM of the tested ear was oriented horizontally facing upward and positioned above the center surface of a 4-inch cube, ∼0.41-T neodymium iron boron (NdFeB-48) magnet. The distance from the RWM to the magnet was 2.5 cm for the rats and 3 cm for the guinea pigs. The authors found that the magnetic forces actively transported nanoparticles across the RWM, from the middle into the inner ear.
Kopke's approach circumvented the blood-cochlea barrier with nanotherapeutic particles and magnetic fields-it showed that instead of delivery via the blood stream, drug-coated particles could be placed into the middle ear, and then magnetic forces could be used to pull the particles (and thus drugs) into the inner ear. However, using a magnet to pull the particles into the inner ear does not scale up to humans effectively. For an adult person, a magnet pulling through the width of the human head would need to be positioned 12-15 cm away from particles placed into the contralateral middle ear. Because forces applied on the particles fall off quickly with the distance from a magnet (65, 66) , the required pull magnet would need to be extremely strong. A calculation similar to the one carried out for Figure 4b below shows that applying the same forces across the RWM as in Kopke, but pulling across a ≥12-cm human RWM-to-face distance, would require a ≥13-T magnet. This number substantially surpasses the magnetic field strengths used in MRI (40) and also exceeds published safety limits (128) .
Ferromagnetic nanoparticles basically act like iron filings-that is, any single magnet will always attract (pull in) the particles, regardless of the orientation of the magnet (see Figure 3 and Sidebar, Physics of Magnetic Fields and Particles). That is why Kopke used a pull configuration in his animal experiments. If it were possible to magnetically inject (push away) particles, that would permit a magnetic device to be used at a much shorter 3-4-cm working distance for adult patients (the average face-to-cochlea distance in humans) and could allow reasonable magnets to apply sufficient forces to direct therapy into the inner ear.
It turns out that it is possible to configure magnets in such a way that the magnetic field is shaped to push nanoparticles away (137) . Because magnetic particles experience a force from low to high applied magnetic field intensity, the key idea is to arrange the magnetic field intensity so that it increases away from the magnetic device in a desired (push) region. This can be done by creating a magnetic field cancellation behind the particles. The magnetic field intensity will increase going outward from that cancellation node, and so forces will point away from the device
Ferromagnetic particles are attracted to regions of highest magnetic field intensity (the magnet corners). (a) A ferromagnetic particle (black dot) experiences a magnetic force F (arrow) from low to high (white to purple) magnetic field intensity squared (H 2 ). Thus (b) a single permanent magnet attracts particles to its corners where the magnetic field intensity is highest, and (c) this force remains unchanged if the polarity of the magnet is reversed ( gray curves show the magnetic field lines; the open arrow shows the corresponding magnetization direction inside the particle). ( c 2012 IEEE; figure reprinted with permission from 88.) on the other side of the node, as shown by the orange dot and force arrow in Figure 4a . The design, optimization, and construction of such a push system are described elsewhere (136) (137) (138) . Figure 4b shows the advantage of push versus pull for human patients. For push ( green) and pull (blue) systems of comparable size and strength, Figure 4b shows the created magnetic forces for push ( green curve) versus pull (blue curve). For nanoparticles placed into the middle ear of a human patient, the push system will apply 20× more force than the pull system.
Our magnetic push system, used at a human face-to-ear distance, has successfully delivered particles and drugs into rat inner ears (138) . In our experiments, first rats were anesthetized and 300-nm-diameter red-fluorescent magnetic particles (nano-screenMAG-Chitosan, chemicell,
PHYSICS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS AND PARTICLES
The propagation of magnetic fields through space is described by Maxwell's equations (67) . Magnetic fields pass virtually unchanged through the human body because the magnetic susceptibility χ of tissue is close to zero (χ tissue ≈ 10 −6 -10 −4 ) (129, 130) . By contrast, the iron cores of ferromagnetic particles have magnetic susceptibilities five to seven orders of magnitude higher (χ magnetite ≈ 20) (131) (132) (133) , which results in strong interactions with an applied magnetic field.
The magnetic force created on a single spherical magnetic particle is given by (134-136)
where H is the applied magnetic field, μ 0 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, a is the radius of the particle, x = (x, y, z) is its location, and ∇ = (
) is the spatial gradient operator. Thus the force on a magnetic particle scales with its volume (V = 4π a 3 /3). The first relation shows that a spatially varying magnetic field (d H /d x = 0) is required to create a magnetic force on the particle. The second relation is equivalent by the chain rule. In it, the gradient operator ∇ points from low to high regions of the magnetic field squared (| H | 2 ), which means, as shown schematically in Figure 3a , that magnetic particles experience forces from low to high applied magnetic field. The magnetic field is highest closest to a single permanent or electromagnet, and so a single magnet, regardless of its polarity, will always attract ferromagnetic particles. (a) This magnet push system has an internal magnetization strength of approximately ∼1.5 T and was constructed to our specifications from grade N52 NdFeB magnetic material by Dexter Magnetic Technologies. The device magnetization directions are shown by the purple S → N (South to North) markings. The resulting magnetic field cancellation node (orange dot) has been placed just behind the nanoparticles in the middle ear, and it creates an outward magnetic force ( yellow arrow) from the middle to the inner ear (138) . (b) Push versus pull. Our optimally designed push system operating at a 3-cm distance from the round window membrane (RWM, black oval ) applies 20× more force than a comparable pull magnet placed on the opposite side of the head. The force per particle is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field squared (here, marked in units of T 2 /m along the black vertical force axis). The value of ∇H 2 at the RWM is 0.0234 T 2 /m for the push system versus 0.0012 T 2 /m for the pull system. Abbreviation: H, applied magnetic field; NdFeB, neodymium iron boron. ( c 2012 IEEE; figure reprinted with permission from 88.)
Berlin, Germany) were deposited by syringe into their middle ears. Then these particles were magnetically pushed into the inner ear by the magnetic system, which was applied for 1 h at a 3-cm magnet-to-inner-ear distance, as shown in Figure 4a . Then the rats were euthanized, and their cochleas removed. Isolated cochleas were broken at selected places to remove tissue scrapes, which were examined for the presence or absence of fluorescent nanoparticles. Animals with applied magnetic push had red fluorescence visible in the scrapes, indicating the presence of particles in their cochleas; control animals with particles placed in their middle ear without any magnetic push did not have any cochlear fluorescence (138) . Treatment safety was verified by behavioral audiogram studies and by auditory brain-stem response (ABR) recordings (139) . Starting 5 days after treatment, we observed nanoparticles in the superior posterior jugular lymph node, which is thought to drain the inner ear, thus suggesting that particles can be cleared from the cochlea.
In subsequent experiments, the chemicell nanoparticles were coated with prednisolone (approximately 0.15 fg per particle) bound reversibly (ionically) to the chitosan particle coating. The amount of drug delivered into the cochlea perilymph was measured by liquid chromatography followed by mass spectrometry in sacrificed animals and was found to be 0.94 ± 0.1 μg/mL 1 h after magnetic injection. In behavioral studies, rats with magnetically injected prednisolone showed recovered hearing after noise trauma, compared with control rats that had free prednisolone deposited into their middle ears according to the current standard of care and still experienced severe hearing loss (A. Sarwar, R. Basiri, M. Ahmed, R. Lee, B. Shapiro & D. Depireux, unpublished manuscript).
DRUG DELIVERY TO THE MIDDLE EAR
It is also desirable to better deliver drugs and therapy to the middle ear. Middle ear infections are the leading cause of visits to physicians by children (140) (141) (142) (143) (144) . In the United States, there are an estimated 15 million cases per year of acute otitis media (AOM) in children younger than five years of age, with associated public health-care costs reaching $3-5 billion (145) . Approximately 20% of patients with AOM develop chronic otitis media with effusion (COME), which is characterized by secretory epithelial metaplasia and the persistence of middle ear effusion, most frequently mucoid (146) (147) (148) . COME is associated with hearing loss, delayed speech development, cholesteatoma, and the potential for permanent middle ear damage (149, 150) .
The standard of care for AOM is usually systemic antibiotic administration (151) . Currently, 42% of all antibiotics prescribed in the United States are for the treatment of AOM. This pattern of systemic antibiotic use for AOM has contributed significantly to the appearance of resistant organisms and to an increased incidence of antibiotic-related side effects (145, 152) . Although systemic antibiotics may reduce the severity of symptom burden and the duration of AOM in children (153, 154) , they have no effect on the clearance of middle ear fluid. There are no effective nonsurgical treatments for COME, nor are there treatments that block the progression of AOM to COME. For this reason, in the United States, the most common pediatric surgical procedure requiring general anesthesia is tympanostomy tube placement for recurrent AOM or COME (155) . General anesthesia is required because children will not lie still for a middle ear surgery under topical anesthesia. Thus there is a clear public health need for alternative strategies to treat AOM and COME, not only to minimize side effects and the development of resistant microorganisms, but also to reduce the costly burden and attendant risks of surgical procedures and general anesthesia in children.
In the clinic, there are no effective nonsurgical techniques to direct drugs through the tympanic membrane (eardrum) (156) . Researchers have proposed temporarily chemically permeabilizing the tympanic membrane to enable transport of small molecules (157, 158) . Khoo et al. (157) investigated a hydrogel loaded with ciprofloxacin and chemical permeation enhancers (bupivacaine, limonene, sodium dodecyl sulfate). The gel would be placed in the patient's outer ear to enhance delivery of the drug through the tympanic membrane and into the middle ear. Khoo and coworkers validated treatment safety in vivo by auditory brain response measurements in live chinchillas and showed enhanced drug delivery ex vivo across freshly harvested chinchilla tympanic membranes.
Our results indicate that magnetic injection can deliver drugs to the middle ear, without a need for eardrum puncture or permeabilization. Instead of a tympanostomy procedure, the concept is to place drug-coated magnetic particles into the outer ear and then use magnetic push to direct them into the middle ear without any surgery or anesthesia. Using the same magnetic injector shown in Figure 4a , now held at the anticipated distance from magnet to middle ear in a child, we were able to direct 100-nm magnetic particles into rat middle ears by first filling the ear canal with a solution of drug-loaded magnetic particles. The amount of drug delivered into the middle ear was still highly variable, ranging from 10 ng to 1 μg of prednisolone, and research is ongoing to identify causes for and to reduce this variability.
THERAPY DELIVERY TO THE EYE
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), diabetic maculopathy, and retinitis pigmentosa are the most common causes of blindness in the United States (159) (160) (161) . In late-stage (wet) AMD, there is a proliferation of abnormal and leaky blood vessels behind the retina. They release blood and fluid, retina (162, 163) . The standard of care for wet AMD is multiple syringe injections of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) monoclonal antibody fragments (e.g., Lucentis) into the eye (as VEGF promotes the growth of new vessels) (164, 165) , as well as laser treatment of select areas of the retina (photodynamic therapy) (35, 166) and laser surgery to destroy some of the abnormal blood vessels (photocoagulation therapy) (167) .
Diabetic maculopathy occurs when abnormal blood vessels due to diabetes cause damage at the highly pigmented yellow spot (macula lutea in Latin), at the center of the retina, responsible for central vision (168) . Diabetic maculopathy is also currently treated by anti-VEGF injection or injection of steroids into the eye (169) .
Retinitis pigmentosa is an inherited degenerative eye disease caused by progressive deterioration of rods and cones or the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) (170, 171) . There is no known cure, but the disease can be slowed by the daily intake of vitamin A in some patients (172) . Emerging treatments include surgical implantation of cells transfected with human ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) genes (173); topical application (eye drops) of insulin, insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-1, and chlorin e6 (174) ; and viral-vector delivery of the RPE65 gene (for creation of a RPEspecific protein) by injection between the RPE cell layer and the photoreceptor layer (175) (176) (177) (178) .
Other causes of blindness include central retinal vein occlusion and endophthalmitis. Central retinal vein occlusion refers to a blockage of the vein that drains the blood from the eye, and it is a condition that can lead to severe damage to the retina and blindness (179, 180) . Treatment consists of injection of anti-VEGF drugs, intravitreal placement of a biodegradable steroid-releasing implant (Ozurdex, http://www.ozurdex.com/AboutOzurdex.aspx), or panretinal laser photocoagulation (181) (182) (183) (184) (185) .
Endophthalmitis, the infection and inflammation of the intravitreal cavity, is a possible complication of all intraocular surgeries, particularly cataract surgeries, and can lead to loss of vision and loss of the eye itself (165, (186) (187) (188) (189) . Endophthalmitis is also treated by injection of drugs into the eye, in this case antibiotics (165, 190, 191) . For most of the conditions above, the need to deliver drugs to the retina and the cumulative risks of doing so invasively (via syringe injections) highlight the need for more effective but minimally invasive eye drug delivery methods.
The eye consists of several compartments ( Figure 5 ) and can be loosely divided into posterior and anterior regions (192, 193) . To reach these compartments, therapies must overcome several biological barriers, either from cellular membranes (cornea, sclera, retina, or blood-retinal barriers), active fluid transport (choroidal blood flow, conjunctival blood flow, lymphatic drainage, and tear dilution), or active transport pumps within cellular membranes (192, 193) . Based upon the chosen drug delivery route (topical, oral, intravitreal, intracameral, subconjunctival, subtenon, retrobulbar, or posterior juxtascleral), all or some of these biological barriers will be present and must be addressed. For retinal therapies, systemic administrations are an attractive noninvasive option, but deep permeation into the retina is limited by the blood-retinal barrier (192, 193) . Subretinal injections have been used to deliver therapies to the retinal lining, but this clinical procedure carries risks of ocular infection and retinal detachment (194) (195) (196) . The rate of complications per intraocular drug delivery procedure into a single eye is estimated to be 0.2% for endophthalmitis and 0.05% for retinal detachments (195, 197) .
Nonmagnetic genetic therapy systems that rely on diffusion to transport therapies from the sclera to the retina have been explored. These systems include application of ophthalmic gels, such as gellan gum (198) 
Figure 5
The anatomy of the human eye. Video 2 shows an animation of this anatomy. (Figure adapted with permission from 3D4Medical.com, c 2013.) (200) . The recent survey article by Weiner & Gilger (201) provides an excellent overview of the currently available techniques for drug delivery into the eye. Magnetically manipulated nanoparticles for therapy delivery to the eye have been tested in animal experiments. Lutty and coworkers (202, 203) have developed magnetic nanoparticles conjugated with bare DNA to treat reactive oxygen degeneration in the retinal layer of rabbits. Dengler et al. (204) systemically administered magnetic cobalt nanoparticles into the tail veins of mice and placed an external cylindrical magnet in front of the eyes. The magnet was held for 30 min, and then the animal was sacrificed and retinal whole mounts were prepared and examined. Many scattered nanoparticles were observed in retinas where the magnet was applied, compared with few observed particles for control animals (no applied magnet). The long-term toxicity of nanoparticles in the eye was investigated by Raju et al. (205) , and these authors found that particles were generally well tolerated by ocular tissues.
Magnetic fields have also been used to direct mesenchymal stem cells to the retina. Stem cells have the potential to regenerate retina tissue or provide sustained release of a range of neuroprotective and anti-inflammatory molecules. Yanai et al. (32) isolated mesenchymal stem cells from rat bone marrow and cultured them with 200-nm-diameter superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs). Stem cells containing SPIONs were then administered to rats either by direct injection into the vitreous cavity of one eye or via intravenous tail vein injection. In both cases, a 3-mm-diameter, 1.5-mm-thick gold-plated NdFeB disc magnet was placed within the orbit but outside of the eye in test rats; in control rats, no magnet was used. Figure 6 shows results reproduced from this study (32). The disc magnet significantly increased stem cells delivered to the upper retinal hemisphere for intravitreal injection (Figure 6b versus Figure 6a ). The cells aggregated in a circle corresponding to the circular edge of the magnet, where the magnetic intensity was highest (at the magnet corners, as in Figure 3) . Stem cell delivery to the upper retinal hemisphere was also increased for intravenous administration (Figure 6d and Figure 6f versus Figure 6c and Figure 6e , respectively), with a 10-fold increase observed. Moreover, in animals without an applied magnet, stem cells were observed only on the retinal surface in retinal cryosections. However, for animals with the implanted disc magnet, stem cells were also present in the inner and outer retina-a benefit for treatment of AMD and retinitis pigmentosa, which particularly affect the outer retina (206) (207) (208) . The same push system that was used to magnetically inject therapy into the inner and middle ear has also shown initial success in directing particles topically into the eye, without a need to pierce the eye with a syringe. In preliminary rat experiments, we employed a 1-cm contact lens with 40 μL of 100-nm-diameter starch-coated magnetic nanoparticles within the well of the contact lens. The lens was placed on the eye, and the magnetic push system illustrated in Figure 4a was aligned to push the magnetic particles to the retina for 1 h, at which point the animal was sacrificed and its eye excised. The presence of nanoparticles in the eye was verified by histology (with Perls' Prussian blue stain). We measured the three-dimensional (3D) distribution of the particles (shown in Figure 7c ) using an automated 3D fluorescence imaging cryostat system (209, 210) . We are working to improve the delivery efficiency, and the particles are now being functionalized with heparin and adeno-associated viral vectors for potential treatment of Leber congenital amaurosis. An electromagnet system that shapes magnetic fields to precisely control a microrobot in the eye is being developed by Nelson's group (211) (212) (213) (214) . Their goal is to enable delivery of drugs to specific locations on the retina, as well as to improve delicate retinal procedures such as retinalvein cannulation (the injection of clot-busting drugs into small veins). Retinal-vein cannulation requires surgical manipulation at the limit of what trained eye surgeons can achieve (215) (216) (217) eye to be treated (Figure 8) . They can apply up to 40-mT shaped magnetic fields with gradients of up to 1 T/m. In their animal experiments, Nelson's group injected a soft magnetic hollow cylinder (the microrobot, which measures 285 μm in outer diameter, 125 mm in inner diameter, and 1.8 mm in length) into a rabbit eye using a 23 gauge needle. This microrobot currently features a drug release reservoir, and mechanical components (such as needles or hooks for surgical procedures) are planned for next-generation devices. In the rabbit eye, the location and orientation of the microrobot were observed in real time by a microscope and camera and were either displayed onscreen for a human user or tracked by a computer-imaging algorithm for closed-loop automated control. The group developed a physics-based mathematical model that describes the magnetic field, force, and torque on the robot. The model provided a known precomputed mapping from the eight electromagnet currents to the resulting force and torque produced on the microrobot, at any robot location and orientation within the eye. Least-squares (pseudoinverse) inversion was used to invert this model and find the electromagnet currents at each time to produce the userrequested or computer-commanded robot motion, and these currents were then applied to the eight electromagnets to manipulate the robot to the desired retina locations. After the procedure, the robot was removed from the eye by guiding it to a magnetic tool (a needle with a magnetic wire inserted into it) and pulling it out of the rabbit eye. Figure 8 shows the OctoMag system and manipulation of a microrobot to the retina macula inside an eye phantom (211-214).
NEEDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
For magnetic-therapy targeting, it is not enough to have biocompatible drug-eluting magnetic carriers or living therapeutic stem cells safely loaded with magnetic nanoparticles; magnet systems that effectively direct such magnetic constructs to disease locations in human patients are also needed. A single magnet can perform only a limited function: It can only attract magnetic constructs (see Sidebar). Multiple magnets, working in concert, are required to inject therapy or to precisely manipulate it inside the body.
To rationally design such multimagnet systems, we need mathematical models. In order to determine where to place magnets, their size and strength, and when to turn them on and off to direct magnetic constructs to clinical targets, we need a quantitative description of how magnetized materials will move under applied magnetic fields. The necessary mathematical description can be split into two parts: (a) quantifying the magnetic forces created on magnetic materials and (b) quantifying in vivo resistance to the motion of magnetic materials in tissue, across membranes, and through bodily fluids. The first part can be addressed readily enough with standard physics. As discussed in the Sidebar, classical physics can be used to quantify the force on single nanoparticles, and there are results and theories both for nanoparticles that have agglomerated together and for carriers with nonspherical shapes (218) (219) (220) .
The second part-mathematically describing the resistance forces that magnetic particles and cells encounter in vivo-is more difficult, is variable (from tissue to tissue, from animal to animal), and is not well understood. In two studies (221, 222), we first examined how blood-flow viscous drag forces on particles compete against magnetic forces and then summarized our findings in a nondimensional design space figure (figure 11 in 221 and figure 5 in 222) that predicted when applied magnetic fields were able to capture particles of different sizes against blood flow in different vessels. Our particle-capture predictions matched available in vitro and in vivo experimental data, but tissue (vessel endothelium) resistance to particle motion was simplistically represented by a single diffusion coefficient. In subsequent work (223), we analyzed how particles of different sizes might move through tissue under a magnetic field using two common mathematical models of tissue resistance-the Renkin pore model (224) and the fiber-matrix model (225) . The models predicted a trade-off: If the particles are too small, they do not experience enough magnetic force to move effectively through tissue; if the particles are too large, they experience too much tissue resistance to move effectively. Thus there was a particle-size sweet spot for best motion, and that optimal size depends on tissue properties and the strength of the magnetic gradient that can be applied. Figure 9 shows the effectiveness of magnetically induced particle motion (as compared with diffusion only) for a fixed applied magnetic gradient. Depending on tissue properties (the vertical axis), there is an intermediate particle radius (the yellow/red regions) at which magnetic forces provide a benefit. The predictions of this figure have not yet been tested against experiments, and more generally, a great deal of research remains to be done to understand how tissue properties influence particle motion. In particular, for ears and eyes, we do not yet understand the resistance forces that epithelial and connective tissues apply to magnetic particles as they traverse the eardrum, window membranes, or the eye sclera.
To date, researchers have essentially used a good understanding of magnetic forces (the first part) to correct for our poor understanding of in vivo resistance forces (the second part). For magnetic injection into the middle and inner ear, we shaped magnetic fields to maximize the force per particle at tympanic and window membranes (136) so as to increase particle penetration through these membranes. We did so without understanding the details of membrane resistance to particle transport. Likewise, for manipulation of the eye microrobot, Nelson's group first considered only the magnetic portion of the forces and torques they apply and used image-guided feedback control to correct for the effects of fluid resistance to robot motion (211) . It was only after an additional three years of research that they first reported on the resistance properties of the vitreous humor in live rabbits (213) .
To improve magnetic targeting, as a community we must better understand the second part: the in vivo resistance to magnetically induced particle and cell motion, in bodily fluids and tissues, and across membranes. In our lab, we have an ongoing program to systematically measure and 
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Figure 9
A map of when magnetic forces are beneficial in moving particles through tissue, according to two tissue resistance models: the Renkin and the fiber-matrix models (224, 225) . The horizontal axis represents particle size (small particles have high diffusion: white region on the left). The vertical axis represents tissue properties (normal tissue at the top has an increased resistance to particle motion compared with tumor tissue at the bottom). Particles that are too large cannot move even when a magnetic field is applied ( gray region on the right); small particles already diffuse effectively and so do not benefit from magnetic forces. Hence particles of intermediate size ( yellow and red regions) benefit from the applied magnetic field (here, a 2.5-T magnet placed 11 cm away from the tissue). For analysis details, please see 223. Note the log scale for the horizontal axis. Abbreviation: SPION, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle. (Figure  adapted with permission from 223.) quantitatively describe the transport of magnetic particles through blood and tissue. These data will be used to improve our mathematical models (221) (222) (223) , to extend them to nonspherical particles and to cells that contain magnetic materials. To that end, we have initiated an effort to systematically measure and quantify the transport of magnet particles and cells through freshly excised tissues (liver, brain, kidney, ear, and eye tissues) for different particle types (size, shape, and coating), as well as for live cells that contain particles. We apply known magnetic forces and then measure the resulting distribution of particles and labeled cells throughout the tissue (209, 226) . The goal is to begin to understand and quantify tissue resistance forces. It is our hope that other magnetic drug targeting groups will join this effort.
There is also a need for more precise magnetic control of the spatial distribution of therapy. For the inner ear, not only do we want to inject therapy, but we also want to ensure that we are dosing the entire cochlea surface fairly uniformly with particles (and thus drugs). For the eye, the goal is to noninvasively direct therapy only to the diseased portions of the retina. This requires more than just magnetic injection of drug-eluting nanoparticles into an anatomical space and more than precision control of a single drug-releasing micro-object; it requires magnetic shaping of the spatial distribution of therapy in vivo. Ear anatomical data (Figure 1b ) and mathematical models of pharmacokinetics along the cochlea spiral (see http://oto2.wustl.edu/cochlea/ and 227) are allowing us to better select magnetic forces for the ear. We are shaping the magnetic injection forces so that they always have a component up the cochlea spiral, in order to direct and deposit drug-eluting particles throughout the cochlea. We are also attempting to focus a distributed fluid of magnetic particles to deep internal targets by coordinated control of multiple external magnets (88) . However, this effort is still at the numerical simulation stage, and its success hinges on effective mathematical descriptions of tissue resistance to nanoparticle motion.
Truly deep magnetic targeting, reaching targets that are beyond the 2-5-cm ear and eye target depths discussed above, will likely require new magnetic carrier choices and designs. Optimal design of external magnets can provide an order-of-magnitude increase in applied forces (e.g., Figure 4b) . Optimally selecting the properties of the in vivo magnetic constructs can likely provide additional order-of-magnitude improvements. The magnetic force applied on a nanoparticle scales with the volume of that particle (see Sidebar). Viscous resistance in blood (Stokes' drag) scales with particle radius (228) . Thus, increasing the particle size by a factor of 10 changes the ratio of magnetic to resistance forces, in blood, by a factor of 100. Tissue resistance can include viscous effects (229, 230) , fiber network and pore resistance to motion (224, 225) , and particle-to-tissue adhesion (231, 232) . The latter likely scales with particle surface area and, we have found, can be highly dependent on particle coatings (226). Thus, changing particle size and coating can also dramatically change the balance of forces in tissue. In addition, there are particle shape and flexibility parameters (e.g., flexible tubes versus hard spheres), as well as particle agglomeration, and then there are live cells whose shape can deform as they move through tissue and that can be loaded with hundreds to thousands of magnetic nanoparticles each. All of these factors (particle size, shape, coating, and agglomeration, as well as cell type, magnetic loading, and deformation) can likely substantially affect motion through tissue in complex ways. To improve magnetic targeting, the field needs a body of work that measures, quantifies, analyzes, and begins to understand these factors, first in vitro and then in vivo. This knowledge should then drive the choice, design, and implementation of next-generation magnetic constructs.
Deep targeting also requires improved imaging of magnetic constructs, which is an active research area (59, (233) (234) (235) (236) . To magnetically focus particles to a deep tumor will require an imaging system that can see the particles deep in vivo, in real time, so that magnets outside the patient can be appropriately actuated in response, to direct the particles from where they are to where they should be. MRI can identify large concentrations of magnetic nanoparticles owing to their extinction of the magnetic resonance signal (negative lack-of-signal imaging) (45, 235) . Recently, Kim et al. (235) showed that MRI sequences can be modified to positively visualize specifically designed magnetic particles. This increased imaging contrast and allowed quantification of particle concentrations. Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) (88, 234, 237, 238) is another emerging imaging modality that also exploits the physical properties of magnetic particles and selectively images them. This technique has recently been overlaid with MRI to visualize the flow of red blood cells loaded with magnetic particles through the heart of a mouse (238) . Overall, there is a broad need to develop these and other imaging methods, to improve their resolution and speed, and to interleave them with magnetic control to achieve deep and precise magnetic targeting.
In closing, designing and implementing effective magnetic delivery systems will require collaboration between engineers, physicists, and mathematicians (who understand how to design and build systems) and clinicians, biologists, biochemists, and nanotechnologists (who can help unravel how drugs and nanotherapeutics move inside the body). We have focused this article on two shallow (≤5 cm deep) clinical targets-the ear and the eye-for which the action of a single external magnet is not sufficient. In these two cases, shaping of the magnetic field, in time and space, by multiple magnets working in concert, is allowing minimally invasive delivery and precision control of therapy to middle-ear, cochlea, and retina targets.
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